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PREFACE

Who is a vocational education curriculum specialist? The answer

to this question is not as simple as it might appear. A vocational

education curriculum specialist is likely to work in many different
includinp, but not limited to: instructor, department

chairperson, dean of vocational-tennical education, vo/,:ational super-
visor, principal, state or local diructor of vocational education, and
cuPriculum coordinator.

The specialist is, perhaps, more identifi,ible by his:her respon-
sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

planning, organizing, actualizing, and controlling tne vork

of an educational team performed to determine and achie ,

objectives.

planning, organizing, and evaluating content and learninc,

processes into sequential activities tht facilitate the

achievement of objectives.

diagnosing present and projected training needs of business,
industry, educational institutions, and the learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing different theories of curric-

ulum development, management, and evaluation and adapting them

for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-

senting a comprehensive curriculum development projact dealing with the

training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose

of this two-year project was 1) to design, develop, and evaluate an
-iiced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials

Tased on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-

tencir,s, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors

and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for

fl(niole installation. These materials are not meant to be used only

in the manner of an ordinary textbook. The materials can be used

effectively by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-
tional environments, including independent study, team teaching,

seminars, and workshops, as well as in more conventional cl-tssroom

;ettings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and
presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines
This seminar is designed for two quarter units, including 20 hours of in-

class time and 40 hours of outside research and stuy. A suggested format

for the class is to hold ten sessions of two hours each, plus one addi-

tional session for evaluation purposes and summary. During the first three

or four sessions, you might present the content on the subject of authority

and role theory as lectures. Then, during the next six or seven sessions,

students can present oral reports. Two reports should be scheduled for

each class session. During the last session, you might conduct a review

and evaluation of the seminar.

This seminar guide is divided into three major sections: Part I Orga-

nization and Administration contains guidelines for using the seminar, an

overview and rationale, goals and objectives, and a list of references

used to de:felop the seminar content.

Part II - Study Assignments and'Activities provides a list of

suggested research problems for students and a possible format and agenda

for each class session.

PART III - Lecture Notes and D4scussion Questions contains a syrtnesis of

information in relation to each stated goal and objective with associated

discussion questions.

Overview and Rationale
An understanding by the von' 1 education curriculum specialist (VECS)

of the theory of authorit_. ,vi:es the specialist with a basis for per-

forming his or her fu' -on in educational organization.

10
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This seminar defines authority and differentiates among authority, power,

and competency. It identifies and describes sources of authority and

analyzes several case studies. It also discusses some aspects of authority,

such as span of control, line and staff, delegation, responsibility, and

decision making, that are related to educational settings.

The VECS Advisory Panel has identified several service levels in education

where the need for vocational curriculum specialists is especially

important. These levels are:

school regional center federal office

district office state department

1:5cause the authority of the VECS is different at each level, the role

expectation must change or be modified to fit the situation. Therefore,

the discussions in this seminar identify the differences in authority of

the VECS role at each level.

Goals and Objectives

Upon completion of this seminar, the student will be able to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

GOAL S1.1 DESCRIBE THE WAYS IN WHICH AUTHORITY IS PART OF THE

ORGANIZATION OF A SOCIAL SYSTEM SUCH AS A LARGE

SCHOOL DISTRICT.

Objective S1.11 Define and apply the terms authority,

power, and competence.

Objective S1.12 Describe and discuss the rol9 o,

authority in line and staff dCagation,

responsibility, decision making, and

span of control.

Ii
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GOAL S1.2 DESCRIBE THE GENERAL FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES RELATED

TO AUTHORITY.

Objective

Objective

Objective

51.21 Describe the functions and techniques

of the VECS in decisicr making.

S1.22 Describe the relationship of responsibility

to authority.

S1.23 Explain the concept of span of control and

its relationship to authority roles.

S1.3 DESCRIBE ROLE THEORY AS IT RELATES TO THE STRUCTURAL

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUBORDINATES AND SUPERORDINATES.

Objective S1.31

Objective S1.32

Objective S1.33

References

1. Barnard, Chester I.
Massachusetts:

Describe and discuss a social system from

nomothetic and idiographic dimensions.

Describe and discuss the effect of

congruency and noncongruency on the above

social system.

Describe and discuss at least five situa-

tions in a school institution where an

understanding of the social behavior role

theory will be beneficial for a VECS.

The Pinctions of the Executive. Cambridge,

Harvard University Press, 1962.

2. Benne, Kenneth D. A Conception of Authority: An Introductory Study.

New York: Bureau of Publications at Teachers College,

Columbia University, 1943.

3. Berger, Morroe; Abel, Theodore; and Page, Charles H. Freedom and

Control in Modern Society. New York: D. Van Nostrand Company,

1954.

4. Bierstedt, Robert. "An Analysis of Social Power." American

Sociological Review (December 1950) 15: 730-736.

1 2
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5. Campbell, Ronald, and Gregg, Russell. Administrative Behavior in
Education. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1957.

6. Drucker, Peter F. Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, PNctices.
New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1974

7. Etzioni, Amital. Modern Organization. Englft liffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964.

8. Getzels, Jacob W., and Guba, Egon G. "Social Behavior and the
Administrative Process." School Review (Winter 1957) LXV:
423-441.

9. Griffiths, Daniel E. Administrative Theory. New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1959.

10. Griffiths, Daniel E., ed. behavioral Science and Educational
Administration: The Sixty-third Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1964:

11. Halpin, Andrew W. Administrative Theorx in Educatjon. Chicago,
Illinois: MidweSt gaininisIldffve Cenfbr:Thiliverjty of
Chicago, 1958,

12. Homans, George C. The_ Human_ Group. New York: Harcourt, Brace
and World, Inc., PPM.

13. Hunter, Floyd. Cormmui iry Power Struct.uye. Chapel Hill, N. C.
University of North Carolina Press, 1953.

14. Lucio, William H., and McNeil, John D. ',upervisjon: A ¶;yrithe%)',
of T.hought and Actjop. Now York: McGraw-Hill Hook Company,
190.-

5. March, JaHM G, and (;;Imon, Herbert A. Organitatiorr.. New Yori:
John Wiley dnd IN63.

Ohodirqico to Authority. New York: Hdruer 4
Row, Puhlkher.,
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17. Peters, Richard. Authority, Responsibility, and Education. New

York: Paul S. Eriksson, Inc., 1973.

18. Petersen, Elmore, and Plowman, Grosvenor. Business Organization

and Management. Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,

1953.

19. Sarbin, Theodore R. "Role Theory." In Handbook of Social

Psychology, Vol. I. Gardner LindzeyTtd.17. Reading,

Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1954.

20. Simon, Herbert A. Administrat.ive Behavior: A Study of Decision-

Making Processes in Administrative Organization. New York:

The Macmillan Company, 1961.

21. Simon, Yves R. A_General_Theory.of .Authority. Notre Dame, Indiana:

University of Notre Dame Press, 1962.

21. Tannenbaum, Robert, and 'chmidt, Warren h. "How to Choose a

Leadership Pattern." Harvard Busne!,s Review (March-April

1958) 51, No. 2, rA-111.

3. Tannenbaum, Robert, and Schmidt, Warren H. "How to Choose a Leader-

ship Pattern." Harvard Business. Reydew (May-dune 1973) 51,

No. 3, 172-180.



PART II

STUDY ASSIGNMENTS AND ACTIVITIES

Student Assignments

Assignment 1: Prepare a one-page outline and a 15 to 20 minute oral report

to present to the class on one of the topics listed on

pages 13 to 15.

Due Date: Sessions 4, 5, or 6--to be arranged with the instructor.

The purpose of this assignment is to give students the

opportunity to familiarize themselves with the predoilinant

issues and principles of leadership and authority as they

relate to vocational education. The one-page outline is to

be a summary of the report, and is to be handed out to the

class participants. The oral report should last abcut 15

minutes and should be followed by about 10 to 20 minotes

of discussion.

Assignment 2: Prepare a one-page outline and a 40 minute oral report

explaining your authority. as it.relates to others.

Describe how you can use the power and authority vested

in your position as a VECS to work with others in your

area of competence (evaluation, management, innovative

programs, etc.). Discuss the following points: the deri-

vation of your power and authority, your span of control,

how you can or cannot delegate authority, the limits of

your authority, and how you could accommodate overlapping

authority relationships.



Be sure to disLuss these points as they relate to your

area of competence as well as the topic you selected in

Assignment 1.

The purpose of this assignment is to give students an

opportunity to study in depth their definitions and ex-

pectations as a VECS. Students should develop and analyze

a concept of a VECS that includes the responsibilities as

well as the advantages of the power and authority that is

vested in the VECS position.

When you, the instructor, evaluate the reports, be sure to

consider how realistically the students use their position

as a VECS in the educational setting. To be successful

later, students should have realistic expectations about

what they can and cannot do in their position.

Due date: Sessions 7, 8, 9, ,r 10 to be arranged and scheduled by

instructor.

Assignment 3: Prepare a term paper relating the tupics reported on in

Assignment 1 and Assignment 2.

Due date: Session 11

The purpose of this assignment is to have each student

study in depth the topic he or she discussed earlier in

the seminar and explain how they would use their power and

authority as a VECS to accomplish the goals and objectives

related to the topic selected in Assignment 1. The paper

should be fully documented with a complete bibliography.

Although the number of pages may vary, the paper should

be at least 20 to 30 pages long. Guidelines for format

should be obtained from the instructor.

1 6



Selected Topics for Reports

To complete the requirements of this course, students must select one of

the topics from the list on the following pages. You, as the instructor,

may choose additional upics that can be added to the list during the

first class period.

Students who prefer to report on a topic not on the list must justify

their selection by developing a short proposal showing the relationship

of their topic to the seminar objctives. This proposal should be sub-

mitted to the instructor at the second class meeting. The instructor

should approve the selected 'c, mwe recommendations for revisions, or

reject the selected topic by fie r.nd of he second class period.

You may choose to encourage students to work in pairs or as a team if

they are interested in the same topics. If students do work as a team,

be sure to have each student do a sepElrate report so that individual con-

tributions can be evaluated.

If the student is doing his or her internship at the time of the seminar

or will do so shortly thereafter, it is suggested that the topics selected

for research bear some relationship to the on-the-job experience. Such

students should be encouraged to go beyond library research and involve

practitioners in the field through interviews, observation, and partici-

pation. Reports should deal with specific situations and details rather

than with generalizations, and should involve in-depth investigation

rather than a superficial survey.

Reports:

1. The developments in vocational education and in curriculum theory

during the last year using current materials, e.g., Congressional

Record, legislative newsletter (AVA, etc.), Federal Register, etc.

The report should be usiAble as a VECS recommended reading list.

Briefly, summarize the content of each article or publication

(cost of publication and source) in the reading list. Describe

1 7
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how you would use the list in your position as a VECS. Since

the VECS is the expert in his or her field, he or she must keep

up with the latest developments in vocational education as well as

in curriculum development. A planned reading program is therefore

essential.

2. Current developments (last two years) in the field of evaluation,

with specific reference to vocational education. Using Core Modules

13, 14, and 15 as a basis, report on new research and its appli-

cation to the VECS responsibilities in evaluation.

3. What is new in instructional materials development, specifically as

related to vocational education. Report on new materials, tech-

niques, research, and applications. Use Core Module 8 as a basic

resource. Develop source list of catalogues and news bulletins for

keeping up-to-date.

4. New research in learning theory and individual differences, with

specific reference to applications in vocational education.

Emphasis should be on applicaLion to vocational education student/

teacher instructional relationships. List sources.

5. New developments in the performance objectives area, especially

as they relate to accountability and cost effectiveness. What are

the new developments in this field? Who are the leaders in these

movements? What are the effects of these emphases on the planning

of vocational education programs?

6. Current developments in "Management by Objectives." Trace the

historical developments of this management technique. What effect

has MBO had on vocational education at the federal, state, and local

levels? How could MBO be used by you as a VECS? Relate to Modules

10, 11, 12.

7. Recent methods and research in staff development. The report should

have specific reference to the VECS role in this field at the state

department level, at the local school district level, at the

community college level, and at the area vocational center level.

i 8
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8. Present and pending legislation relating to the handicapped and

vocational education. Include the specific funding provisions of

this legislation that apply to vocational curriculum development

for the handicapped. Describe how you could provide better vocational

training for the handicapped.

9 Present and pending legislation relating to the disadvantaged and

vocational education. Include the specific funding provisions of

this legislation that.apply to vocational curriculum development for

the disadvantaged. Include also descriptions of innovtive curric-

ulum approaches to vocational education for the disadvantaged.

Describe programs that could be adopted by your school district.

10. The process of needs assessment and manpower community surveys used

by a local school district to select a new occupational area for

curriculum development. Describe the methodology in detail for needs

assessment and manpower surveys. Ideally, this report should be

based on the real problems of a local district, with an evaluation

by the reporter of the procedures that were followed.

11. The instructional strategies options that can be used to implement

the curriculum developed by the needs assessment in Topic 10.

Strategies should be selected to accommodate the following conditions:

1. Limited capital is available for equipment to implement this
program.

t. School site is not available for laboratory instruction.

Laboratory-related instructional requirements are one-to-one and

laboratory facilities are expensive.

12 The methods to be used in implementing the curriculum and instructional

strategies developed in Topics 10 and 11. The "methods of implemen-

tation" means the support needed in equipment, supplies, facilities,

instructional materials, etc. Emphasis in the report should be on

the methodology of implementing, not on the end results.



SUGGESTED REPORT FORMAT

1. Goals and objectives of the rk ort

2. Introduction and rationa;e of the report

3. Topic outline

Subtopics

Points

4. Summary

5. Reading list

6. Discussion questions

a.

b.

C.

2 ()



Session 1

Preparation:

Before Session 1, you should complete the following:

1. Make enough copies of the following pages of this guide so that each

student will have a copy:

a. Goals and Objectives (pages 6-7 )

b. Student Assignmev. (pages 11-12)

c. Selected Topics for Reports (pages 13-15)

d. References (pages 7-9 )

2. Review the Lecture Notes later in this guide. Add your

personal notes, references, examples, or any other topics you plan

to cover in the session.

3. Gather together all necessary administrative forms and information.

Activit4es:

The first session is usually devoted to introducing students to the

format and requirements of the seminar. The following topics should be

covered:

1. Seminar goals and objectives (see page 6)

2. Responsibilities of students for successful completion of the seminar

(see pages 11-12)

3. Student Assignments (see pages 11-12)

4. Due dates for the Student Assignments

-17-



5. Selected Topics for Reports (see page13). Encourage students to

ask questions about the topics. If they do not ask questions,

describe how each topic is related to the role of the vocational

education curriculum specialist. Urge students to base their

reports and term papers on the modules in the Core; however,

include recent experimental concepts. Suggest possible references

for each topic, and mention controversies and points of interest or

research and study that should be covered in the reports.

Student Assignment:

Students should be assigned the following:

Select one topic from the Selected Topics for Reports (see page13).

Submit a one-page outline of a topic at the second class session.

This assignment will ensure that students have selected topics for the

oral reports.

Instructor Presentation:

Lecture Notes on the subject of authority and role theory are located later

in this guide. It is suggested that you present Goal S1.1 of these notes

during this session.

2 '2,



Session 2

Preparation :

Before Session 2, you should complete the following:

1. Review Goal S1.2 of the Lecture Notes later in this guide.

Add your personal notes, references, examples, or any other topics

you plan to cover in the session.

2. Locate a calendar for recording assignment dates for the oral reports.

3. Gather ,ogether all references students may find useful for their

reports.

Activities:

During the second sion it is important to be sure that all students

are aware of the requirements of the oral reports and the term paper.

At the beginning of the session, discuss the following topics:

1. Describe in detail the format and scope of the term papers. Since

each instructor has his or her own standards for term papers, no

format has been outlined in this guide.

2. Describe in detail the format and requirements of the oral reports.

Ask students to hand in their outlines. Answer all questions

relating to the reports and the one-page outline.

3. Assign participants to give reports during Sessions 4 through 10.

Two reports can be scheduled per session. Since the earlier sessions

will not allow students as much preparation time, ask for volunteers

for these sessions.

23
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4. Review students' topics that are not on Selected Topic List and, if
possible, approve and/or suggest revisions at this session.

Ctudent Assignment:

The student assignment for the remainder of the seminar is as follows:

Students should continue to research their selected topic
for the oral reports and term paper.

Instructor Presentation:

Present Goal Sl.2 of the Lecture Notes located in this guide.

2,1
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Session 3

Preparation :

Before Session 3, you should:

Review Goal S1.3 of the Lecture Notes later in this guide.

Add your personal notes, references, examples, or any ,!ter topics

you plan to cover in the session.

Activities:

During the third session it is important to be sure that all students

are aware of the requirements of the oral reports and the term paper.

At the beginning of the session, discuss the following topics:

1. Answer any questions regarding the format or scope of the oral reports.

2. Check to b sure that all students know their reporting dates.

3. Review the c, it of the previous instructor presentation on authority

and role theoly.

Student Assignment:

1. Students should continue to research their selected topic for the

oral reports and term paper.

2. Students should begin to evaluate the role of power and authority in

their position as a VECS for the second oral report and the term

paper.

-21-



Instructor Presentation :

Present Goal S1.3 of the Lecture Notes located in this guide.



Sessions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10

All remaining sessions are to be devoted to the students' oral reports.

Two reports should be presented at each session.

Preparation:

Before Sessions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, you should:

Prepare evaluation forms for your use (and, if you like, for the

students') in evaluating the oral reports.

Activities:

Siudents are to give their oral reports and conduct a question-and-answer

period afterwards. The reports should last 40 minutes; the question-and-

answer period should last 15 minutes.

Student Assignment:

1. Students thould continue to research their elected topics for the

oral report.

2. Students should evaluate their power and authority as a VECS for the

second oral report. These topics will be the subject of the term

paper.

Instructor Presentation:

There is no instructor presentation for Sessions 4 through 10.

2 7
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Session 1 1

Session 11 is a review and evaluation session.

Preparation:

Before Session 11 you should:

If you are required to administer a final test, prepare a final

assessment instrument for the seminar.

Activities:

During the eleventh session, it is important to evaluate the effective-

ness of the seminar. Encourage students to be frank and open in their

assessment of the seminar materials, the oral reporting procedure, and

the Selected Topics for Reports. At the beginning of the session:

1. Ask students tr turn in their term papers.

2. Ask students to evaluate the seminar by answering the following

questions:

a. How appropriate were the objectives for a VECS?

b. How well were the objectives met?

c. hat objectives would the students add to the seminar?

d. How useful were the oral reports for learning?

e. How useful was the Instructor Presentation for Sessions 1 through

3?

f. What suggestions do the students have for improving the seminar?

3. If you choose, a Seminar Asst may be developed for students to

evaluate their succeFs in mee j the seminar objectives.

-24-
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NOTE: You may choose to discuss questions which might be included

in an assessment instrument with the entire group rather

than use a final exam. If your university or college does

not require a final exam, this can be a valuable learning

experience.

2 9



PART III

LECTURE NOTES AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

// /0/ /////,/ //
Goal S1.1: Describe the Ways in Which Authority is Part

of the Organization of a Social System Such
as a Large School District.

Authority

The VECS will be working in an organization which functions as a bureau-

cracy; therefore authority will attach to a role, which in turn is

defined by the relationship between roles. Since the VECS role in the

organizational bureaucracy will vary greatly from institution to institu-

tion, an understanding of authority theory will help establish a produc-

tive relationship and avoid the conflicts involved in establishing this

relationship. The need for and the importance of understanding authority

is documented in the literature on administration. Campbell and Gregg

have stated that in the area of administration, "There is either an

inability or an unwillingness to cope with the concept of authority"

(5, p. 379). Simon points out a second aspEct of authority when he states,

"It is authority that gives an organization its formal structure" (18, p.

124). As a member of the administrative tcam, the vocational education

curriculum specialist cannot ignore the concept of authority because it

is an integral part of the structure in which he must work.

The person serving in a school organization in the VECS role needs to

know the source and nature of his or her authority. For this reason,

the seminar will briefly examine authority theory as it relates to the

VECS role and to the environment in which he or she operates.

3 0
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A. Authority defined

If an order given by a leader to a member of his group is
accepted by the member and controls his activity in the
group, then the order is said to carry authority (11, p. 418).

Authority is the character of a communication (order)
in a formal organization by virtue of which it is accepted
by a contributor to or member of the organization as
governing the action he contributes; that is, as governing
or determining what he does or is not to do so far as the
organization is concerned (1, p. 163).

Authority may be defined as the power to make decisions
which guide the action of others. (21, p. 125).

These and other definitions of authority have much in common:

1. An implied subordinate-superordinate relationship in which the

subordinate expects orders or decisions since the character of

the order relates to the relationship.

2. The order or communication is accepted or understood. The order

must be in a language--technical or foreign--which is understood

and is accepted by the subordinate. The concept of acceptance

or rejection is essential since the superordinate must always be

aware that the authority may be rejected even if it means dis-

missal from a job or, for example, in the military, court martial.

B. Kinds of authority

Weber identifies three types of authority:

1. legal-rational--the authority of an impersonal position in a

hierarchy

2. traditional--authority of a person, for example, a chief

3. charismatic--the special authority of a person due to virtue or

power beyond reason; a person set apart

3 1
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Expert authority, an authority not elaborated on by Weber but of

increasing importance in modern technological society, is authority

based on skill and knowledge gained from experience and/or education.

Whenever decisions are being made, those who have the
greatest degre- of expertness relative to the question
at hand should be given the opportunity to contribute
their knowledge (14, p. 86).

The willingness of subordinates to accept authority from super-

ordinates as long as the authority is perceived as legitimate is

reinforced by experiments conducted by Milgram 6). The experiments

involved students who were directed by the experimentor to press a

button, supposedly administering electric shocks (from mild to dan-

gerous) to a group of subjects. It was found that the students

accepted the experimentor's authority to the extent of administering

shocks of dangerous level to the subjects. Milgram interpreted these

experimental findings as indicating a much greater acceptance of

authority by people than is ordinarily supposed.

Power

The VECS who operates or works within the framework of an organization

has his or her work or operations ordered in various ways. One of the

forces controlling or influencing the order of these operations or work

is the power structure of the organization. Power accounts for the

control that an organization has over its members. The VECS, as a

member of the power structure, participates in making decisions related

to his or her role and expertise. For this reason, an understanding of

the concept of power is requisite if he or she is to function effectively.

A. Power defined

Power is a word that will be used in this seminar to describe the

acts of people going about the business of moving other people to

act in relation to themselves or in relation to organic or inorganic

things (13, pp. 2-3).
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Power supports the fundamental order of society and the social

organization within it, wherever there is order. Power stands

behind every association and sustains its structure. Without

power there is no organization, and without power there is no

order (4, pp. 730-736).

Poorer is the capacity to control the behavior of others whether

directly by fiat or indirectly by the manipulation of available

instrumentalities (3, p. 303).

Power is the ability to propose and achieve objectives (13, p. 82).

NOTE: The acquisition of power has as its goal the control of the

decision-making process in an organization. Since the concept of

power is not as clearly understood as authority, researchers in the

field do not agree on its definition.

B. Beirstedt identifies two kinds of associations, voluntary (for

example, a social organization) and involuntary (for example, a

person in prison). He distinguishes between power and authority by

identifying their relationship to voluntary and involuntary

associations: "Authority is institutionalized leadership; in invol-

untary associations it is institutionalized power." In the former,

authority rests on consent, and in the latter, on coercion.

Bierstedt states, "Authority becomes a power phenomenon" (4, p. 79).

It is power that confers authority upon a command; it is sanctioned

power, institutionalized power. The ultimate source of power is the

majority. Power has the ability of controlling the means to an end

such as a budget, material resources, assistance of others.

Competence

A. Competence defined

Since authority is often confused with competence, their differences

need to be clarified. "Competence is the acceptance of opinions
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from those who achieve prominence and prestige in their special fields

of endeavour. . . . Competence . . . exerts inflUence; authority

exacts obedience" (4, p. 69).

The VECS because of training and experience has competence in curric-

ulum developement and subject field skills and knowledge. Also,

because the VECS holds an institutional position, his or her compe-

tence (expertness) is enhanced--he or she is the institutionally

competent person. In other words, the VECS is the company or "in-

house" expert and as such as authority and not merely competence.

Authority has many aspects. An understanding of some of these will

help the VECS relate to the educational staff with whom he or she

serves or interacts.

Line and Staff

A. Authority in an organization is involved in a variety of concepts.

One of these is line and staff. It is said that line administrators

have authority while staff have influence or offer advice. Such a

concept, however, is simplistic since the authority of the staff, if

it is based on expertness, should not be overridden. A school

principal certifies a payroll, assigns teachers, sets the curriculum

for a school. He or she is the school's administrative head and is

responstble legally to the.superintendent and board of education.

He or she has oosition authority in addition to traditional authority

since school systems have historically been organized with the

authority in the person of the principal.

A staff person such as a VECS has his or her institutional authority

through position as a staff officer; in addition, however, his or

her authority rests on his or her expertness in a subject field and

in curriculum development. As a staff person the VECS is said "to

have the authority of his [or her] own ideas." So rather than having

the authority to exact obedience, his expertness (competence) has

3 4
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influence. Competence, in an instructional sense, combined with

position in the hierarchy, results in authority as an expert in

his area of competence.

Discussion

Describe and compare the authority of a vocational education curric-

ulum specialist in a large school district to that of a teacher, a

principal, and a vocational education director.

Response

The teacher is the subject field expert and is the most qualified

regarding technical content. The teacher has subject field expert

authority. The VECS is a subordinate to this expert authority of

the teacher.

The principal is an administrator with line authority based on

position and tradition. The principal may have charismatic authority

if personality and longevity in position have contributed to it.

The vocational director has position authority to which the VECS is

subordinate. The VECS however, because of his training and experi-

ence in curriculum development, should have expertness which should

be deferred to by the vocational director. The VECS also carries

with him the subject matter expertness of his occupational field,

even though there may not be recency of occupational practice.

B. Other aspects of authority involved in organizations are delegation

and responsibility. Authority can be delegated, and an effective

administrator is one who delegates. In the process of delegation,

however, the delegator does not and cannot delegate responsibility.

In the final analysis, responsiblity in an organization rests with

3o
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the chief administrative officer. President Truman's famous state-

ment, "The buck stops here," puts the proposition succinctly.

Delegation varies substantially from loose to close supervision.

Under loose supervision, the individual performing the delegated

task has great leeway to complete it independently. Under close

supervision, the individual, on a day-to-day basis, has little or

no opportunity to make the delegated task reflect his own effort.

The degree of delegation reflects the expertise of the one delegated

to do the task. It should be noted that the leadership style of

the superordinate is also a determining factor regarding delegation.

Research tends to show that the leadership style of the super-

ordinate is reflected in the style adopted by the subordinates.

A graphic depiction of superordinates' degree of delegation is

presented by Tannenbaum and Schmidt in the Harvard Business Review

article, "How to Choose a Leadership Pattern" (22).
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This graphic clearly depicts the shift from a close supervision

pattern where the superordinate makes the decisions to a much looser,

participative decision structure. The VECS role in curriculum devel-

opment, which is people-centered of necessity, should be carried out

in a situation such as that on the right side of the diagram.

Suppose, for example, a 3uperintendent delegates to the Director of

Vocational Education the task of developing a new curriculum for

Licensed Vocational Nurse. In this case the superintendent gives

the director a free hand to develop the curriculum and to use his

or her own ideas about assignment of consultants, advisory committee

selection, etc. Reporting to the superintendent involves a time

line, budgetary concerns, staffing, and a final report before presen-

tation of the curriculum to the board of education. In this case

the director is responsible to the superintendent who is in turn

answerable to the board of education or the trustees. This example

represents subordinate-centered leadership, as illustrated OA the

right-hand side of the Tannenbaum and Schmidt diagram.

Discussion

Where on the diagram of the continuum of leadership beoavior will

the VECS operate in the following decisions:

Deciding on the format of the final publication of a new
curriculum?

Deciding on the content of a subject field outside of the
VECS expertise?

Deciding on the makeup of a curriculum committee?

Response

The VECS expertise as acknowledged by his superordinate can be

measured by the degree of responsibility given to him. By the very

nature of a complex school organization, however, the VECS is

delegated and has the responsibility for curriculum development

since the generalist administrator does not have the expertise or

the time to manage this task.

-35-
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11110?%/7 /7 /7
Goal S1.2: Describe the General Functions and Responsibili-

//7 /7

ties Related to Authority.

Decision Making

The VECS occupies a position in the organizational hierarchy oi the edu-

cational institution in which he or she serves, and by ths na-Alre of

this role, participates in the decision-making process of the system.

A position in the hierarchy of the organization describes an area or-

responsibility for making decisions or for establishing c, system for

making decisions. This responsibility should carry with it the authority

necessary to carry it out. In other words authority relates directly to

decision making.

A specific function of an organizational hierarchy is the development

and regulation the decision-making process for the effective accom-

pl:shment of the institution's objectives. The function of the chief

executive officer of an organization has traditionally been to make

decisions. A newer point of view of the chief administrator's role is

for him or her to establish a decision-making process that achieves the

institution's objectives. If the executive is personally making

decisions, a malfunctioning exists in the decision process (1, p. 215).

In other words, the chief executive officer must organize the institu-

tion so that effective decision-making evolves (8, p. 73; 13, pp. 85-89;

1, pp. 185-199).

The institution is organized under this philosophy so that, for effec-

tiveness, decisions are made at the lowest possible level. This decision-

making process results in the VECS being responsible for vocational

education curriculum development. The VECS in turn practices this con-

cept of decision making at the lowest or operating level by assembling a

team of subject matter experts in the curriculum area being developed.

The VECS role in this setti, is to convey the institutional restraints,

to relate the proposed curricula to the existing environment of the

4 0
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school system, to assume the organizational needs, and to expedite

the developmental processes. Under this decision-making process, the

VECS exercises authority of position, representing the institution and

providing expertise in curriculum development. The lay, professional,

and communi -epresentatives on a curriculum committee provide subject

matter expeiti4e.

4
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Discussion

In the diagram below of a typical High school subject field curric-

ulum development or revision process, describe the authority roles

of the teacher, the school principal, and the curriculum specialist.

This description should identify the source or type of authority and

the relationship of each role in the decision-making process.

Central Office

Vocational Education
Curriculum Specialist

Teaching staff

Policy

Planning

and

Decision

Making

High School Principal
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Response

Each position in this diagram has at least two kinds of authority to

bring to the role: (1) expertness within areas listed under the

position and (2) the authority of the position itself. Both the

teacher and principal have legal authority based on education code

descriptions. The vocational curriculum specialist has legal

authority derived from a contractual arrangement between the district

and the state and federal government under the provisions of the

Vocational Education Act and its amendments.

Central Office
Vocational Education Curriculum
Specialist
Instruction Policy
Plyisory Committee
Cor.-Aination within
System
National and State
Communications

Authority: Position
Expertise

Policy

Planning

and

Decision

Making

Teaching Staff
Department
Subject Area
Specialty
Classroom Pupil
insights
Physical Environment

Authority: Expertise

High School Principal
Community Liaison
Central Administration Policy
School Coordination
Administrative Considerations

Authority: Position, traditional

POLICY PLANNING AND DECISION MAKING

TYPICAL CITY HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT FIELD
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Responsibility

Another concept related to authority is that of responsibility (one

should be equal to the other). When given a responsibility, a VECS

must also be given the authority to discharge the responsibility.

This charge includes not only staffing, but obtaining all other

resources needed: time, money, access to information, etc. The

relationship between line and staff in this aspect of authority

commonly supports the line with l'esources but not the staff member

who is presumed to modify policy on the basis of influence and the

authority of his ideas. The complexity cf the relationship between

line and staff regarding authorit_ is highlAhted by this quote.

Who should have authority to implement change?

The task of designating accountability for instructional
improvement is not an easy one. However, with considerable
pressure on schools these days to improve learning opportu-
nities for all students, it is perhaps well to reexamine
typical organization patterns in a search for better ways
to get the job done. This is particularly important as we
continue to see how expendable curriculum specialists and
supervisors seem to be in these days of fiscal crisis.

Conventional wisdom has long held that instructional
specialists are to be "staff officers" who function as
consultants and use human relations and persuasion skills
with teachers rather than power. This is contrasted with
the "line officer' characteristic of principals. Yet as
one talks about this with school officials it is invariably
pointed out that only a few principals have either the
instructicual expertise or interest needed.

Another complaint commonly voiced, and that is related, has
to do with the expectation of many boards of education and
superintendents that a major overhaul of the curriculum
can be done by next week, or at any rate within an unreason-
able period of time. Time and again I have heard stories
of districts where instructional specialists are asked to
revise a social studies program oy next semester--all staff
development activity, acquisition of new materials, and
other curriculum tasks are expected to be accomplished
within a few weeks.

4
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A curriculum project that is everybody's responsibility
is nobody's. There are occasions, of course, when time
is of the essence. But even when the realization of the
need for change is there, interest is high, and resources
are ready to be committed, normal restraints can set in
early and often cause a curriculum improvement project
to flounder. One recent study revealed that even well-
financed federal projects usually turn out to be of
markedly different character than the original plans
called for.

It seems to me that, in addition to using conventional
change strategies, more thought should be given to how
a school system organizes itself for change. Even the
most effective curricular specialists often cannot
counter a line officer, usually a principal, who has been
told about building autonomy. Goodlad's experience with
a network of California schools has shown that the
autonomous faculty can produce change. But perhaps just
as often this autonomy produces a status quo condition.

I believe that when the latter circumstance does arise,
the superintendent should delegate authority to a cur-
riculum specialist or supervisor who is ordinarily
thought of as a staff person. This authority is needed
within the system to obtain the personnel, materials,
and facility modifications required to accomplish the
changes necessary.

I would not want this authority status to be exploited
with faculties where authentic teacher participation
is essential. Critics of such an organizatinn can say
this relationship is destructive of the open .ommunica-

tion needed, but the realities of conditions in certain
faculties suggest some other structures are needed if
improved instructional settings for students are to be
forthcoming. Ask the curriculum specialist or supervisor
what he or she things of this idea--it's a form of shared
power I'd like to see tried more often.

--Gordon Cawelti, Executive Director
Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development in News
Exchange, Vol. 17, No. 4, December
1975.

The trend in educational administration has been to enhance the role

.of the principal (line) by assigning power and authority to him or

her for instructional matters, while the staff person who should

4 3
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have expert knowledge of his particular speciality is reduced in

authority. A high school principal may have a doctorate in educa-

tional administration but, in terms of a subject field, may not

have as much experience or education as a teacher. The VECS may

have years of successful experience as a vocational curriculum

developer, but in a conflict with the prircipal his or her staff

position would be subservient to the line authority unless he or

she has personal or charismatic authority. A staff position has

the authority of ideas. If the holder of such a position is

creative and innovative, his or her ideas will add great authority.

Span of Control

Span of control relates to authority in terms of (1) the closeness

of supervision and (2) the number of people reporting to a super-

ordinate. In bureaucratic organizations, administrative efficiency

is said to be promoted by limiting the number of subordinates

reporting to the same person. The efficient number is assumed to

be between seven and nine. In a bureaucratic structure organized

under this plan, responsibility and authority have many levels;

typically a diagram of the structure is a many-leveled pyramid.

However, the steep pyramid violates another precept of administra-

tive theory--that a minimum number of levels should be maintained

in an organization. For this concept, the ideal pyramid shape is

flat. Reference to Tannenbaum and Schmidt's graphic may help to

clarify this seeming conflict. Where a manager makes decisions

and announces them, the span of control must be close, and the

number of subordinates limited--seven to nine. However, if the

manager permits subordinates to function within limits defined by

the superior, the span of control can be loose and the number of

subordinates reporting to the one person can be greater than nine.

The training and experience of the subordinate also affects the

span of control concept. The more training and experience, the

-44-
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greater the expectations of loose supervision. Professional staff

members typically do not want or will not tolerate close supervision.

The individual autonomy of the highly skilled or professionally

trained, therefore, lengthens the span of control. As the span of

control is extended, the structure of the organization approaches

the ideal flat pyramid shape. Administrative theory tends to view

this flat shape as more productive. The VECS working in an organi-

zation of flat shape has better communication with both his subordi-

nates and superordinates and therefore can reflect to top policy

levels the actions and reactions of those on the firing line (18,

pp. 26-28).

This brie; summary of the relationship of authority to organizations

has touched some of the main ideas with which the VECS needs to be

familiar. However, further study of organizations, since this is

the milieu in which he works, will enhance his understanding of and

performance in the institution. With this understanding and "know-

how" he will be a more effective "organization man." In order to

develop this background in organization theory it is recommended

that the student read a small book, listed in the bibliography, by

Etzioni.

4 i
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Discussion

Consider the concept of span of control in relation to the role of

a VECS.

1. How many curriculum development projects can he or she carry on

at one time?

2. What is the optimum number of members on a curriculum develop-

ment team?

3. An associate superintendent who has a staff of 23 supervisors

reporting to him.

Possible Response

1. Span cf control is not the limiting factor in this case. The

overriding concern is the workload since many of the duties of

the VECS require preparation and follow-up of committee

activities.

2. While a span-of-control problem and therefore the number

serving on a subject field curriculum development project

should be limited (about 15), the limitation again is not so

much reporting as individuals but rather gathering ideas from

15 sources.

3. No problem if the degree of control the superintendent

exercises is loose--which it should be. The superintendent

communicates the policies of the school district and expects

these policies to be carried out by his staff. His control

is exercised through approval of long-range plans and an

established plan for periodic reporting.
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Discussion

Describe and compare the authority of a vocational education curricu-

lum specialist in a school district, a regional vocational organiza-

tion, and a state vocational department.

Possible Response

Vocational educati:in (..urriculum specialists are all staff personnel

with line authority limited to their assistants and clerical support-

ing staff. Their authority rests on their role in the hierarchy and

is limited to their assigned specialty. Within the scope of this

defined authority, their expertise in vocational curriculum develop-

ment is acknowledged. In the school district the VECS, because

curriculum is one step removed from implementation by a teacher, is

not seen as having a high level of position authority, but rather is

seen as a resource to the teacher. In a regional organization,

typically an area school, the VECS occupies essentially the same

position as a local school district VECS.

In the state vocational office the VECS has authority of position in

the hierarchy. Since he does not work immediately with teachers

except when they serve together on committees, this position authority

is enhanced. Also, because of the greater scope of a position in a

state department, the VECS's expertise due to experience is enhanced.

Often a local VECS will leave the school district office for the

state level job because of this enhanced position and expert

authority.



Goal S1.3: Describe Role Theory as it Relates to the

i// //A.
Structural Relationship Between Subordinates
and Superordinates.

Role Theory

The second part of this seminar is concerned with some of the research

about role theory. Role theory has to do with the organized actions of a

person coordinated with a given status or position.* Sincc the VECS

occupies apusitionin a complex educational organization an understanding

of the interaction of roles in oryanizations will facilitate his orienta-

tion within the organization.

Getzels and Guba Model

The social behavior model developed by Getzels and Guba (8) is described

as a concept of administration conceived structurally as a hierarchy of

subordinate-superordinate relationships within a social system where the

system, for our purposes, is an educational organization. The function

of this hierarchy is the allocating and the integrating of roles and

facilities in order to achieve the organization's goa!s. It is within

this administrative structure that the teaching and staff assignments, the

facility provision (materials and equipment), the organizational procedures,

the activities regulation, and performance evaluation take place (10, p.

151). The social behavior is the interaction between responsibility of

the superordinate for these administrative functions and the acceptance

by the subordinate of the superordinate's assumption of these

responsiblities.

* By role we mean the behavior expected from a person in a particular
position. Etzioni, Amital. Modern Organizations. Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964, P. 82.
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Getzels and Guba consider this social system as two dimensional. There

is, first, an institutional dimension with certain roles and expecta-

tions necessary for the system's goal achievement and, second, an indi-

vidual dimension which considers personality and the need disposition

of the inhabitant of the position. The observed interaction between the

two dimensions comprises social behavior.

The role in the institutional dimension is given in job descriptions and

formal organization charts.

Roles in organizations, as contrasted with many of the
other roles that individuals fill, tend to be highly
elaborated, relatively stable, and definea to a On-
siderable extent in explicit and even written terms.
Not only is the role defined for the individual who
occupies it, but is known in considerable detail to
others in the organization who have occasion to deal
with him. Hence, the environment of other persons
that surrounds each member of an organization tends
to become a highly stable and predictable one. It
is this predictability, together with certain related
structural features of organization to be discussed
presently, that accounts for the ability of organi-
zations to deal in a coordinated way with their envi-
ronments.*

The individual dimension is interpreted in terms of the personalities

and needs disposition of the role incumbent. For example, two teachers

both assigned under one job description may vary widely in the percep-

tions of' their professional roles. When analyzing the social system,

therefore, the normative (nomothetic) and the individualizing'

(idiographic) aspects must be considered. To summarize, the social

system model is as depicted.

March, James G., and Simon, Herbert A. Organizations. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1963, p. 4.
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Social
System

Nomothetic Dimension

Institution ----J.-Expectation

Individual*Personality--*-Need-Disposition

Idiographic Dimension

General model showing the nomothetic and
idiographic dimensions of social behavior. (8, p. 427)

Observed
Behavior

Personality may be defined as the dynamic organization within the indi-

vidual of those need-dispositions that govern his unique reactions to the

environment.

Need-dispositions are defined as "individual tendencies to orient and act

with respect to objects in certain manners and to expect certain conse-

quences from these actions" (10, p. 156).

The propor'..ion of role and personality factors determining behavior will

of course vary with the specific act, the specific role, and the specific

personality involved. To understand the behavior of the incumbent of any

role, therefor', the need-dispositions and the role expectations should

be considered. Needs and expectations are motivators for behavior de-

riving from personality inclinations and institutional demands and

requirements.

Congruent and Incongruent Behaviors

Observed social behaviors between a subordinate old superordinate that

are compatible and harmonious are congruent. Observed behaviors that are

at odds and in conflict are incon_gruent. For example. when the relation-

ship of a VECS with the vocational director (his immediate supervisor)

5 2,
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evidences a mutual respect, an effective, productive relationship, and a

complementary role relationship in the social behavior model, this

observed behavior approaches congruency. The degree of congruency or

incongruency governs the degree of conflict. The VECS personality may

demand from the vocationdi director constant authority support, whereas

the director may expect the VECS to make his own authority on the basis

of creative and innovative ideas. With other role incumbents, however,

the VECS may have a strong authority base and may not need or want the

director's support. Every role incumbent is observed as filling a role

that is colored by the perceptions of his behavior--whether the perceiver

is a peer, a subordinate, or a superordinate.

An individual's perceptions of a role are the result of social norms that

range.from a highly structured role, such as that of one in the military,

to a much looser role expectation, such as that of an artist. The

following diagram graphically presents this phenomenon:

ROLE

PERSONALITY

MILITARY PROFESSIONAL ARTIST

The interplay between role and personality in a behavioral act. (10, p. 158)



The relevance of the role and personality interrelationship to the admin-

istrative function is apparent since teachers in a given school would

probably have personality needs ranging throughout the above scale. For

example, a principal of a specific school would have to cope with the

complete range of personality needs of the role incumbents (teachers in

this school) in relation to his or her own perceptions of the institutional

expectations.

The VECS is confronted with a similar social behavior problem when, for

example, working with a curriculum committee to revise an existing

instructional program. Conflict will result from the interactions of

the members if their perceptions of the roles they fill on the committee

are not congruent with that of the VLCS. In working with such a committe2,

therefore, time should be devoted to defining the members' roles in

relation to institutional expectations and the VECS perception.

The ramifications of role theory as described in the social behavior

model have many applications to the VECS. Some of these uses are

highlighted in the discussion questions which follow.
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Discussion

Given the task of revising the curriculum of an existing instruc-

tional program, consider this problem. This existing curriculum

was the responsibility of the predecessor of the current VECS who

is relatively new in the position. Fifty percent of the members

of the revision CO P worked with the predecessor, now retired,

on the initial development committee. The retired VECS

was an authori. .eas the present VECS is a great believer

in group processel, cmu participative development.

Describe how you as the present VECS would use the role theory

concept described in this seminar to solve the problem of the

different role expectations of the former and present VECS.

Possible Response

Let the members of the group under your leadership describe their

roles in detail.

Discussion

Using.the chart depicting the interplay between role and personality,

describe five-different teachers en your staff in relation to their

position on the chart. Describe them in relation to dress standards,

expectation of student behavior, expectation of their responsibility

for extracurricular assignments, and their expectations of the role

of the principal.

Possible Response

(There is ro specific response to this problem. The purpose of the
discussion is to point up the differences in role perceptions and
the problem that the various publics--students, parents, etc.--have
in working for congruency.)

-54-
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Discussion

uiscuss the effects of congruenc.) or incongruency for a VECS in his

or her relationship with the foll ig individuals. Suggest

methods for improvement

1. The princip.,1 of a high school with a strong vocational program

2. A ch-irman of ar outstanding vocational department

1. A state department. VECS consultant

Possible Response

Have students present different points of view, some taking the con-

gruent and the others taking the incongruent.

(This discussion has no specific response. The point is to explore
potential areas of conflict and to gain insight in solving the
conflict through an understanding of authority and role Aeory.)

Discussion

Given a report by a high school principal and a vocational depart-

ment chairman that a second-year teacher is conducting a program in

the laboratory not based on the approved curriculum of the school

district, you (the VECS) are asked to talk to the teacher and get

him or her back to teaching the approved curriculum. Use role theory

concepts in a detailed description of how you would go about solving

this problem.

Possible Response

Ask the teacher to describe his or her perception of the teacher's

role regarding freedom to select a curriculum based on professional

judgment versus having to use the school district's approved

curriculum. Keep in mind the graphic depicting the interplay between

5 ti
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role and personality. If the teacher believes in having complete

freedom of curriculum choice, the VECS must attempt to convince him

or her of the value of using the approved curriculum, particularly

that using it will benefit the students since it is based on the

wider experience of the teachers and lay committee that developed it.

Point out that periodically teachers participate in revising and

updating the curriculum and, at the appropriate time, he or she will

have an opportunity to influence curriculum change.

If the teacher cannot be persu,ded, the VECS will need the principal's

sunoort in stating the expectations of the school district and the

pcnelties (including dissmissal) if they not fulfilled.

If the teacher is persuaded to follow the approved curriculum plan,

the problem is entirely different. In this situation, the VECS must

determine the cause of the deviation from approved curriculum and

assist in getting back to it.

Discussion

Consider the situation in a metropolitan school district where the

VECS has presented a curriculum revision to the superintendent. The

curriculum plan is approved. During the VECS's presentation to the

superintendent, it has been made clear that the revised curriculum

cannot be implemented without a substantial investment in new equip-

ment. When the revised curriculum was approved by the board of

education, no provisions were made to supply the needed equipment.

As the VECS, what are you going to do about this lack of money for

equipment?
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possible Response

Refer to the graphic representation of social behavior model

developed by Getzels and Guba. Develop a line of reasoning based

on the following:

1. Make an appointment with the superintendent.

2. Ask him to define your role as the school district's VECS and

your need to report back to the curriculum committee respon-

sible for the revision. The curriculum committee includes

teachers, representatives of labor and management, students,

and a school administrator. If the superintendent defines

your role as the district's expert in vocational curriculum,

and if he acknowledges that the committee personnel are

representative of the occcupational field, and if he supports

the procedures followed, then the VECS is in a good pc tion to

demand an explanation of why the total recommendation was not

followed . The chances of the superintendent supporting your

role and procedures are high since he accepted the report

without disclaimer in the first place.

The role theory interpretation is that if the superintendent

defines the institutional role of the VECS in a manner congruent

with your expectation, you are only doing your job if you demand an

explanation. Also, the VECS stands firmly on the platform of his

institutional role, since the curriculum committee members have, by

their actions, defined the institutional expectation as they see it.

As long as the actors in the socill behavior model are in congruence

with the defined institutional expectation, conflict is minimal. If

congruence is lacking, then the VECS must change his expectations or

get a new job.

5r3
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Since one of the derivations of authority is based on the institutional

role or position, the understanding of role theory is directly related

to the authority of the VECS. Conflicts in authority can often be

mediated by resolving the perceptions of the protagonists roles, and if

the institutional expectations and individual need-dispositions are

congruent, then the conflict can be resolved. If congruence is lacking,

then the problem is to adjust the nomothetic and idiographic dimensions

so that congruence is approached.

The relationship between authority and role theory is basic to the VECS

operation in a school's social system. A thorough understanding of

these two theories and their relationship will facilitate the effective-

ness of the VECS.
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines
This seminar is designed for two quarter units involving 20 hours of

in-class time and 40 hours of outside research and study. A suggested

format for the class is to hold ten sessions of two hours each, plus one

additional session for evaluation purposes and summary. During the first

three or four sessions, you might present the instructor lecture notes on

the subject of leadership styles. Then, during the next six or seven

sessions, students can present oral reports. Two reports should be

scheduled for each session. During the last session, you might conduct

a review and evaluation of the seminar.

This seminar guide is divided into three major sections: Part I Orga-

nization and Administration contains guidelines for using the seminar, an

overview and rationale, goals and objectives, and a list of references

used to develop the seminar content.

Part II Study Assignments and Activities provides a list of

suggested research problems for students and a possible format and agenda

for each class session.

PART III - Lecture Notes and Discussion Questions contains a synthesis of

information related to each stated goal and objective with associated

discussion questions.

Overview and Ratic)nale

One of the major responsibilities of the vocational education curriculum

specialist (VECS) is to serve as a leader in the vocational education

field. The VECS must introduce new programs, convince others of the

6 2
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merits and advantages cf the programs, encourage ccher

the programs, and generaly see that the vocational progrizros :Jh

and effectively. In most cases, he or she must depend of; :)1.,)er

that work is accom lished. Whenever this is the case, te ri

skilled leader.

While some people seem born to be leaders, most people must learn the

necessar3 leadership skills through study and practice. Obviously, there

is no one style of leadership and no single set of behaviors that dis-

tinguishes a good leader from a poor one. There are, however, some

specific factors that all leaders must consider. How does the individual

feel most comfortable? What is his or her personal style? What does the

person expect? How does he or she expect to be treated? And, what are

the characteristics of the particular situation? All of these factors

should be considered before the leader decides how he or she will

motivate and direct the behavior of others.

This seminar provides students with the opportunity to study in depth

several models of leadership. It alsc gives them the chance to evaluate

and perhaps select those leadership styles most appropriate for their

personality and position as a specialist dealing with local schools,

district offices, regional centers, state departments, and federal offices.

The Lecture Notes provide a brief overview of the historical

development of leadership styles, and should serve as a springboard from

which students can begin their independent study. Individual :Ludent

assignments of an oral report and a term paper are the major learning

activities for this seminar.
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Goals and Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the student will be able to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

GOAL S2.1 DEVELO? A BACKGROUND OF LEADERSHIP MEORY AS THE BASIS FOR

THE SELECTION OF A LEADERSHIP PATTERN BY A VECS.

i:r.jective S2.11 Define leadership and related concepts.

Objective S2.12 Describe three types of leadership patterns.

ajective S2.13 Describe three Wistorical movements leading

to modern ladership theory.

GOAL S2.2 CLASSIFY THE TYPES OF LEADERSHIP.

Objective S2.21 Describe the situation approach to leadership.

Objective S2.22 Describe the social behavior-transactional.

system.

Objective S2.23 Define leadership.

GOAL S2.3 DESCRIBE CHARACTERISTICS OF GOOD LEADERSHIP FOR THE ADMINIS-

TRATOR (VECS) BASED ON THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART.

Objective S2.31 Describe the possible range of leadership

behavior according to the Tannenbaum-Schmidt

graph.

Objective S2.32 Describe the influences that must be

considered when a 1eader selects his or her

method of leadership.

6 4
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PART II

STUDY ASSIGNMENTS AND ACTIVITIES

Student Assignments

Assignment 1: Prepare a one-page outline of a 40-minute oral report

to present to the class on one of the topics listed in

the Selected Topics for Reports. The outline should be

an overview of the content and purpose of the oral report

(Assignment 2).

Due Date: Session 2--to be approved by the instructor.

The purpose of this assignment is to give students the

opportunity to familiarize themselves with the dominant

issues and principles of leadership as they relate to

vocational education and to provide for early guidance on

the selected topic of the seminar. The one-page outline

is to be a summary of the report, and is to be handed out

to the class participants. The oral report should last

about 10 to 15 minutes and should be followA by about

20 to 25 minutes of discussion.

Assignment 2: Have a one-page outline approved by instructor for the

40-minute oral report to be presented to the class on one

of the topics listed in Selected Topics for Reports.

Due Date: .Session 4-10--to be arranged with the instructor.

The purpose of this assignment is to give students an

opportunity to study in depth the predom:nant issues and
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principles of leadership as they relate to vocational edu-

cation and the vocational education curriculum specialist.

Assignment 3: Prepare a term paper studying in depth the topic

reported on in Assignment 2.

Due Date: Session 11

The purpose of this assignment is to have each student

make a written report on the topic he or she delivered

orally earlier in the seminar. The paper shoull be

fully documented with a complete bibliography. Although

the number of pages may vary, the paper should be at

least 20 to 30 pages long. Guideines for the paper

should follow an approved thesis style.
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Selected Topics for Reports

To complete the requirements of this course, students must report on one

topic selected from the following list. You, as the instructor, may choose

additional topics that can be added to the list during the first class period.

Students who prefer to report on a topic not on this list must justify their

selection by developing a short proposal showing the relationship of their

topic to the seminar objectives. This proposal should be submitted to the

instructor at the second class meeting. The instructor should approve the

selected topic, make recowmendations for revisions, or reject the selected

topic by the end of the second class period.

You may choose to encourage students to work in pairs or as a team if they are

interested in the same topics. If students do work as a team, be sure to

evaluate the report so that the role of each member of the reporting team is

assessed and individual contributions evaluated.

If the student is doing his or her internship at the time of the seminar

or will do so shortly thereafter, it is suggested that the topics selected

for research bear some relationship to the on-the-job experience. Such stu-

dents should be encouraged to go beyond library research and involve prac-

titioners in the field through interviews, observation, and participation.

Reports should deal with specific situations and details rather than with

generalizations, and should invnlve in-depth investigation rather than

superficial surveys.

It is recommended that the study and research reports focus on the following

aspects of leadership theory:

1. Scientific Management Theory of Frederick Taylor

Describe the scientific management t'oory of Frederick Taylor and

report the influence of his theory on leadership as it is

currently understood and as it relites to the position of a VECS.

-71-
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2. Maslow's Hierarchy of Motivation

Describe Maslow's hierarchy of motivation theory and describe how

a leader can use this theory to motivate followers. Compare

Maslow and Frank Gobles by referring to Gobles's Excellence in

Leadership, chapters 9, 10, and 11.

3. Communication Theory

Describe the role of a VECS as a communicator. Discuss the

importance of spPaking, writing, and listening in the technology

of communication. List guidelines for successful communication as

a VECS.

4. The X-Y Theory of Douglas McGregor

McGregor's X-Y thLory is probably the most widely known new

management concept. Describe the X-Y theory, the assumptions

behind it, and its application and importance to a vocational

administrator.

5. New Patterns in Management

Conidf .ikert, Rensis; Drucker, Peter; Argyris, Chris, Griffiths,

Daniel. Describe their management techniques and the application

of these management techniques or styles in business and industry

as well as in education.

6. The Hawthorne Experiments

Describe ne work of Elton Mayo, F. S. Roethlisberger, and the

humanist',. Describe the application of these studies by a

VECS.

7. Leadership Styles

Describe the classic experiments of Lewin, Lippitt, and White.
Describe how effective autocratic, democratic, and laissez-
faire control techniques are for groups. Describe the val .e of
using these management styles in education.

71)
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SUGGESTED PEPORT FORMAT

1. Goals and objectives of the report

2. Introduction and rationale of the report

3. Topic outline

Suptopics

Points

4. Summary

5. Reading list

6. Discussion questions

a.

b.

-c.



Session 1

Preparation:

Before Session 1, you should complete the following:

1. Make enough copies of the following pages of this guide so that each

student will have a copy:

a. Goals and Objectives (page 65)

b. Student Assignments (pages 69-70)

c. Selected Topics for Reports (pages 71-73)

d. References (pages 66-67)

2. Review the Lecture Notes later in this guide. Add your

personal notes, references, examples, or any other topics you plan to

cover in the session.

3. Gather together all necessary administrative forms and information.

Activities:

The first session is usually devoted to introducing students to the format

and requirements of the seminar. The following topics should be covered:

1. Seminar goals and objectives (see page 65)

2. Responsiblities of students for successful completion of the seminar

(see pages 69-70)

3. Student Assignments (see pages 69-70)

4. Due dates for the Student Assignments



5. Selected Topics for Reports (see pages 71-73). Encourage students to ask

questions about the topics. If they do not ask questions, describe

how each topic is related to the role of the vocational education

curriculum specialist. Suggest possible referenu.s for each topic,

and mention controversies and points of interest or research and

study that should be covered in the reports.

Student Assignment:

Students should be assigned the following:

Select one topic from the Selected Topics for Reports (see pages 71-73).

Submit a one-page outline of the topic at the second class session.

This assignment will ensure that students have selected a topic for the

oral reports.

Instructor Presentation:

Lecture Notes on the subject of leadership are located later

in this guide. It is suggested that you present the notes related to

Goal S2.1 during this session.
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Session 2

Preparation:

Before Session 2, you should complete the following:

1. Review Goal S2.2 of the Lecture Notes at the back of tnis

guide. Add your personal notes, references, examples, or any other

topics you plan to cover in the session.

2. Locate a calendar for recording assignment dates for the oral reports.

3. Gather together all references students may find useful for their

reports.

Activities:

During the second session, it is important to be sure that all students

are aware of the requirements of the oral report and the term paper

and have an approved outline. At the beginning of the session, discir

the following topics:

1. Describe in detail the.format and scope of the term papers. Si

each instructor has his or her own standards for term papers, n

format has been outlined in this guide.

2. Describe in detail the format and requirements of the oral repot,.

Ask students to hand in their outlines. Answer all qu"stions rele:hig

to the reports and the one-page outline.

3. ,Assign partir:pants to give reports during Sessions 4 ilirou0 10.

Two report: can be scheduled per class session. Since the earlier

7
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sessions will not allow students as much preparation time, ask for

volunteers for these sessions.

4. Review student topics that are not on the Selected Topics list acq,

if possible, approve and/or suggest revisions at this session.

Student Assignment:

The student assignment for the remainder of the seminar is as foli,as:

Students should continue to research their selected topic for , le

oral report and term paper.

Instructor Presentation:

Present Goal S2.2 of the Lecture Notes located later in this

guide.
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Session 3

Preparation:

Before Session 3, you should:

Review Goal S2.3 of the Lecture Notes later in th,, T:iae. Add your

personal notes, references, examples, or any Lop-;:s you plan to cover

in the session.

Activities:

During the third session it is important to be sure that all students are

aware of the requirements of the oral report and the term paper. At the

beginning of the session, discuss the following topics

1. Answer any questions regarding the format or scope of the oral reports.

2. Check to be sure that all students know their reporting dates.

Student Assignment:

Students should continue to research their selected topic for the oral

report and the term paper.

Instructor Presentation:

Present Goal S2.3 of the Lecture Notes located later in this guide.
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Sessions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10

All of the remaining sessions are to be devoted to the students oral

reports. At least two reports should be presented at each session. Each

student must give one report. This report gives students a chance to

share selected topics, experiences, and research problems. All students

in the seminar should be encouraged to suggest additional ideas for

research, particular problems, and related experiences.

Preparation:

Before Sessions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 you should:

Prepare evaluation forms for your use (and, if you like, for the students')

in evaluating the oral reports.

Activities:

Each student is responsible for one 40 minute oral report plus a 15-minute

question-and-answer period. A one-page handout sheet should be prepared

outlining the orincipcil points of the topic which can serve as a basis

for other students' notes. In addition to the oral report on a selected

topic each student is required to make a written report as a term paper.

The term paper should follow an approved thesis style plus reflect

additional research and study beyond the oral report but on the same

topic.

Student Assignment:

Students should continue to research their selected topic for the oral

report and the term paper.
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Instructor Presentation:

There is no instructor presentation for Sessions 4 through 10.
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Session 1 1

Session 11 is a review and evaluation session.

Preparation:

Before Session 11, you should:

Prepare a final assessment instrument for the seminar. (Optional)

Activities:

During the eleventh session it is important to evaluate the effectiveness

of the seminar. Encourage students to be frank and open in their assessment

of the seminar materials, the oral reporting procedure, and the Selected

Topics for Reports. At the beginning of the session:

1. Ask students to turn in their term papers.

2. Ask students to evaluate the seminar by answering the following questions:

a. How appropriate were the objectives for a VECS'

b. How well were the objectives met?

c. What objectives would the students add to the seminar?

d. How useful were the oral reports for learning?

e. How useful were the Instructor Presentations for Sessions 1 through 3?

f. What suggestions do the students have for improving the seminar?

3. If you choose, a Seminar Assessment may be developed for students to

evaluate their success in meeting the seminar objectives.

NOTE: You may choose simply to discuss the questions which might be

included in an assessment instrument with the entire group rather

than use a final exam. If your university or college does not

require a final exam, this can be a valuable learning experience.
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PART III

LECTURE NOTES AND DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Goal 52.1: Develop a Background of Leadership Theory as the
Basis for the Selection of a Leadership Pattern
by a VECS.

///

Introduction

In this seminar, as in Seminar 1, study and research will be focused on

the VECS as a member of an administrative team. A study of the back-

ground of leadership theory will profit the VECS as a worker on such a

team because he or she will be able to identify outmoded leadership

theories and utilize effective ones.

Leadership, a phenomenon of the social process, has been the focus of

research and study for generations. It has only been in the twentieth

century, however, that this research has blossomed. Until the present

century, leaders were seen as imbued with charismatic values, "super-

natural powers or virtue attributed to a person apart from the ordinary

by reason of a special relationship" (26). Charismatic values are still

relevant in leadership situations, and many examples can be identified

in modern society.
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Discussion

Identify several different personalities of the recent decades whose

leadership abilities were in part due to charismatic factors.

Possible Response

John F. Kennedy, Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Jr., Franklin

D. Roosevelt, etc.

Research has shown, howeyel-, that there are many attributes of leader-
.

ship other than cha :smatic ones. A brief description and study of

several leadership movements will contribute to the understanding of

modern leadership patterns.

Scientific Management

The modern administrator is concerned with being a "democratic" leader,

and subordinates to this leader are increasingly demanding the right to

be heard and involved. The persons who were administrators or managers

in the first decades of this century were not concerned as to whether or not

their leadership styles were perceived as democratic. The dominant

leadership theory of those decades was a product of the scientific manage-

ment movement, whose chief disciple was Frederick Taylor. Scientific

managemeqt had a tremendous impact on business, industry, and education.

West and Lane have cowented, however, "Needless to s6y, scientific

management, in retrospect, left much to be desirel in organizational

efficiency. True, it was effective, but effectivens is only half the

battle . . . for the principal" (27, p. 13). Their commert reflects the

fact that scientific management considered only the nomothethic dimension

as a style of leadership (refer to Getzels and Guba's model of social

behavior, Instructor's Guide, Seminar 1). No school administrator can

afford to ignore the needs and expectations of his staff and students.

That the scientific management theories are not entirely dormant is

evident in an examination of the education literature today. Witness

8 i
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an article in Thrust for October 1975, "The Principal's Role as Educa-

tional Leader, by James Garvey, Superintendent of the Glendora, Cali-

fornia, Unified School District (25). This article reflects many of the

values basic to scientific management. (Note: For a contrast in leader-

ship styles read the article "Participatory Management-Shared Decision

Making: Putting It All Together," by Donald R. Slezak, Superintendent

of Scott's Valley Union School District, Santa Cruz County, California,

in the same issue of Thrust. Slezak's article represents a newer point

of view of leadership.)

Humanistic Movement

Elton Mayo's Hawthorne research is generally considered the beginning

of the human relations (humanistic) movement which resulted in consider-

ation of the idiographic dimension of the social behavior model (18).

Mayo and other researchers identified the factory as a social system and

proved that productivity and employee participation in decisions affec-

ting the employee's work place correlate positively. The human relations

leadership schools were much influenced by the Hawthorne research and

other studies where leadership styles were characterized by paternalism

and welfarism. The importance of the work environment was recognized,

and this resulted in more attention being given to developing safety

programs, use of color dynamics, work breaks, and improved dressing and

sanitary facilities. Toese improvements were later de'rided by critics

of this specific leadership technique as "cosmetic" and therefore rela-

tively ineffective. The cosmetic approach had only short-term benefits

because once a need was satisfied, e.g., once good drinking water facil-

ities were available, the cosmetic change was no longer motivating.

Motivation Movement

The h.mian relations theorist recognized that man as a worker must be

moti,..Led. Thus, a whole new demand on leadership came into being. One

of the chief disciples of the motivation movement was Abraham Maslow,

who identified a whole new hierarchy of a person's needs (17). Low-level

motivators such as security, shelter, food, sex, etc., once t.:,!cured, were

8 2,
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no longer considered stimulants to perfo':7)an,:e. As soon as these low-

order needs were satisfied, new high-lcvH rotivators such as self-ful-

fillment emerged. Even with these signi:i'art developments in human

relations, however, the prevailing thought sill dividod the world into

leaders and followers.

Group Dynamics

Gradually, "group dynamics," a concept of leadership that focuses on the

members of a group instead of solely on the leader, evolved. Highly

directive leadership was challenged in training laboratories throughout

the United States where participants were given a rich experience as

equal partners in decision making (24, 2. 3).

Discussion

Have students identify leadership patterns from their own experience

in which factors relating to one of the main historical developments

are dominant. Using the Getzels/Guba social behavior model (see

Seminar 1), analyze the leadership style to determine if there is

concern for both dimensions o7 the model.
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/Goal S2.2: Classify the Types of Leadershi

p/:7-

Situation Approach to Leadership

With this brief summary of the four historical strands interwoven into

modern leadership theory, some attention needs to be given to the classi-

fication of types of leadership. Paralleling the study of charismatic

bases for leadership has been the study of leadership traits. The idea

behind this concept is that leadership is inherent in certain traits; for

example, tall men have inherent leadership ability in contrast with short

men. Research has shown, however, that this concept has little substance.

McCleary and Henely have concluded, "Conflicting studies have indicated

that leaders have been successful and effective even though they have

exhibited strikingly dissimilar traits" (19, p. 113). However, Ralph

Stodgill, a noted researcher in the field of leadership, cites certain

research studies which indicate that leaders tend co have qualities of

scholarship, social activity, intelligence, dependability, etc, (27, p. 3).

An adequate analysis of leadership must include not only a study of

leaders but also of situations. The situation approach to leadership

states t',at leadership is a product of a social and :ituational setting

with the leader emerging from the group and leadership qualities varying

from situation to situation. This leadership theory paralleled the human

relations movement at its most permissive and did not gain many adherents

from business and industry.

The situation approach to leadership style ignores the objectives for

which an organization or institution is established. The institutional

dimension must be considered or the organization will perish. Therefore,

situations must relate to the organization's goals and objectives.

Social Behavior Syster--Transa..tional

Since neither the trait nor the situational approach to leadership was

productive, it is fortunate that research by Getzels and Guba on social

-89-
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behavior resulted in a model which is helpful in studying leadership

behavior. The scientific management theory has already been identified

as considering only the nomothetic d'mension of the model, and because

of this tunnel vision it was doomed to failure. A leadership pattern

which focuses only oa the goals of the organization and does not con-

sider the followers is not going to be successful. The social behavior

system, however, clearly identifies that every social system, to be

effective, must consider the idiographic dimension as well as the

nomothetic.

Since the social behav:or model clearly involves interaction, it is this

style of leadership that allows for "democratic" relations with subor-

dinates, and which has been labeled transactional. West and Lane state

that transactional leadership is an ideal model for educators because it

incorporates the resources of the institution and of the individual and

yet sets limits wiihin which the administrative role can function (27).

Discussion

Ask each student to describe a situation where one of the types of

leadership (Humanistic, Motivation, Situation approach, Trinsac-

tional) is evident. In each description, evaluate the factors pre-

sented in support of the classification. How many of these factors

will stand up to a rigocous evaluation as to the type? Dc other

factors condition the selection?

Definitions of Leadership

Definitions of leadership reflect the various historical movements and

models. Certainly the definition of a leadership pattern would be modi-

fied by the type-trait, situational, or transactional models. The fol-

lowing starents regarding leaders and leadership do in fact reflect the

influences yf models and history:
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Leadership is man's ability to take the initiative in social
situations, to plan ano organize action, and in so doing to
evoke cooperation (20, p. 301).

A leader's job is to make decisions and exercise authority.

A leader's job is to develop responsibility and initiative
among his suhordinate,,

Most leaders are too bossy, or most leaders are not bossy
enough.

A group is only as strong as its leader.

The trouble with most groups and organizations is that a few
people run everything.

Once a leader shows weakness, he is dead.

To be a leader you must be aggressive and ambitious and tell
people what to do.

If you want to be a leader, you have to be sensitive to the
needs of others and tell them what they want to hear anyway k4, p. 535).

A leader is an individual who is moving in a particular direction
and who succeeds in inducing others to follow him (4, pp. 144-167).

. . to lead is to engage in an act that init;ates a structz,re-in-
interaction, a part of the process of solvin9 a mutual oroblem
(9, p. 98).

As can be seen, there are many definitions and notiors of leadership.

Adhering to the Getzels and Guba model, an analysis of any definition can

be made. In modern leadership theory, both the institutimal expec-

tations and the individual's expectations must be considered. A leader

must accommodate the interaction L,etween these two oimensions in order

to motivate people, to stimulate or maintain morale, and to enhance

productivity.

In the concrete leadership situation, the final choice and respon-
sibility for specific action must always fall back upon the judgment
and good common sense of frail human beings, and in all due respects
to the "leader," this is as it should be (22, p. 4).
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Goal S2.3: Describe Characteristics of Good Leadership for
the Administrator (VECS) Based on the Current
State of the Art.

-LX--/Z/
i/

With the brief summary of the historical factors of leadership theory and

the classification of leadership types, the VECS should now be prepared

to develop his or her own personalized leadership pattern. Fortunate/y,

research in the field has focused on leadership patterns which the VECS

may adopt as his or hier own.

Tannenbaum and Schmidt Graph of Leadership Styles

Tannenbaum and Schmidt in an article in The Harvard Busin:

March-April 1958, developed a continuum of leadership which tllustrated

below (24).
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This same illustration was used in Seminar 1 as a basis for analyring

decision-making styles available to an administrator.

The Tannenbaum and Schmidt article had such impact and popularity that

it received the distinction of being selected as a Harvard Business Review

Classic. In 1973 Tannenbaum and Schmidt were asked to re-examine tneir

ideas which had had so much impact fifteen years earlier. As a result

they regraphed their continuum to fit the leadership concepts that have

emerged since 1958.

9 0
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Discussion

While Tannenbaum and Schmidt's graph identifies the leader as a

manager (which implies a certain type of organization), does the

type of organization really have any effect on the model? Would

the leadership style range be the same for a voluntary organization

such as Community Chest?

Possible Response

No. The concerns of a leader when managing others are always

similar.

Tannenbaum and Schmidt's graph of manager-nonmanager behavior describes

a transactional leadership pattern in which the limits of the adminis-

trator are clearly stated through limits of the organization's constraints.

This new graph clearly recognizes the realities of modern leadership by

accommodating the power of both the leader and the follower. Note the

relation of the leadership prccess to the organizational and societal

environment. This new dimension recognizes that the leader is always

constrained by these two environments.

Tannenbaum and Schmidt's re-examination does not reduce the responsi-

bilities of the leader; it only modifies them. The leader is always

faced with the question, "What is practical and desirable?" Identified

in the new graph are three important forces that the leader (manager)

must consider:

1. forces in the manager,

2. forces in the subordinate,

3. forces in the situation.

9 3
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Leader's Characteristics and Situation

While considering the forces operating on the leader, we must recognize

that the expectations of the nomothetic dimension are always modified by

the need-dispositions of the incumbents, the leader being one of the in-

cumbents. Listed below are factors operating w thin the leader:

1. the leader's own value system with regzIrd to shared leadership

responsibilities;

2. variances in a leader's confidence in his or her followers based

on the reality that all followers do not have a similar degree

of competence;

3. inability of a leader to escape his or her own need-disposition

with regard to leadership style, i.e., as a member of a team

or in a highly directive role;.

4. the security of the leader in his or her leadership style and

in position.

An understanding of these factors and their influence on his or her

behavior will contribute to a leader's effectiveness.

Subordinate's Situation

A leader must also be aware of the forces operating within the subor-

dinate. When chnosing a leadership pattern, he or she must make a choice

that will accommodate the varying need-dispositions and expectations of

the subordinate regarding the leader. Generally, the degree of sharing

by the subordinate in the leader's role depends on the following:

1. high need for independence which is a product of training and

experience;

2. readiness to assume responsibility--a challF:Ige to not just

"pass the buck";

3. lack of specific clear-cut directives;

4. problem involvement;

5. commitment to goals of the Jrganization;

6. possession of the knowledge and experience to contribute;

7. experience in and expectation of participation.

-98-
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The degree to which the above forces are operating will signal the leader

as to the pattern his or her leadership should take.

Particular Situation

The third factor involved in choosing a leadership style is the situation

and the forces inherent in it. Even though the leader is alert to his or

her own need-disposition and to the followers' need-disposition and expec-

tP.cions, he or she must also relate to the situational factors in which

he or she operates, such as:

1. Organization type

a. large or small

b. dispersed or closely knit

c. climate and environment encouraging participative style

2. Group effectiveness

a. technical and emotional readiness for participatior

b. developed habits of cooperation

c. confidence in individual and group abilities

3. Nature of task

a. within their scope of expertise

b. not amenable to sharing

4. Time constrairts

a. participation can ,e time-consuming

b. plan ahead

5. Long-term strategies

a. shift from tactics to long-term strategies

b. prepare staff and self to meet anticipated needs

6. Goals and objectives attainment

through leadership pattern acccmmodating nOmothetic and ideo-

graphic consideration of the social system

9 :1
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Discussion

Expand each of the six situational factors by identifying real organi-

zational examples.

Example

Organization types: an assembly line manufacturing situation, an

elementary school, a community college, a research organization.

Research and experience show that an accommodation by the leader of these

three forces in the manager, the subordinate, and the situation is likely

to achieve the organizational goals and objectives. A leadership pat-

tern must incorporate an awareness of self, the individuals, and the

groups with which the leader works in relation to the broad social envi-

ronment. However, awareness is not enough; the leader must e able to

modify his or behavior to fit the situation. If directiun is needed,

he or she will be directive. If participation in leadership is necessary,

he or she can provi de. the climate to make it possible. Thus, the strong

leader is neither permissive nor directive, but adjusts his or her leader-

ship pattern to the needs of the situation.

9 ri
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OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE

When the conceptual framework for the VECS project was established, three

principal levels of study were identified: introductory, core, and

advanced. Project products reflect these levels with six introductory

modules, fifteen core modules, and two seminars and an internship. The

seminars provide for advanced study and individual research in a VECS

area of special interest to the student. The internship, which may take

place sequentially or concurrently with the seminars, provides an oppor-

t,nity for the application of this research and study to a fieldwork

situation.

Ideally, the application phase of the VECS training should be the student's

culminating experience. Just as the seminars are designed for an in-depth

program of study and research in a particular area of the core modules,

the internship provides a realistic on-the-job opportunity to apply the

knowledge and skills gained to a school situation under the direct super-

vision of an experienced professional.

The focus of the intern.program must be limited to vocational education

and involved with duties typical of those discharged by a vocational

curriculum specialist. The purpose of the program is the application of

module and seminar study to the real world problems encountered by a

practicing VECS.

The student intern is to have on-the-job assignments relating to one or

more of the following five areas:

a. Project Design and Administration

b. Operation of School Programs
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c. Evaluation of School Programs

d. Educational Research and Development

e. District, State, Regional, and/or Federal PT-opram Supervision

The internship program is an activity in which the intern wo-ks as an

assistant to a vocatiooal education leader, for example, a vocational
director for a school district, an area vocational center principal, a

community college dean of vocational education, or a vocational educa-
tion curriculum specialist. The VECS intern should be given as mucn
responsibility as possible. The supervision should be such that the
quality of the experience is at least equal to existing standards of
practice. Every task undertaken by the intern should :arry an evalua-
tion component by which the intern can evaluate his or her own perfor-
mance and get feedback from the participants and from his immediate on-
the-job supervisor.

The internship program may be elected twice for a total o four semester
hcurs credit. Ideally, the internship should be on the basis of a full-
time assignment of at least six hours per day, five days a week for a
semester. However, many situations will arise where students will not
be able to serve an internship on a full-time basis; therefore, the
time element should be negotiated. Conceivably an internship involving
three or four hours per day five days per week could provide a realistic
experience. Time blocks devoted to the intern program must meet three
criterfa: 1) university regulations, 2) student ,ntern schedules, and
3) intern supervisor needs.

The nature of the tasks in which the intern is involved will need to be
considered. For example, if the intern is responsible for conductipg
an inservice training activity for teachers, he or she must be on duty
at a time convenient for teachers. It is evident, therefore, that the
block of time in which the intern is on duty is an important element
that needs to be considered when negotiating an assignment.

I W)
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RESPONSIBILITIES

Three key people are involved in the intern or fieldwork program: the

universAy coordinator of the ntern program, the on-the-job intern super-

visor, and the intern. Following are basic tasks of each. The university,

however, should adapt these tasks to acconrodate its own unique situation.

University intern coordinator:

Develop list and description of intern sites and supervisors.

Oftain district cooperation and acceptance of intern supervisor

role.

Prepare a descriptive job sheet of the responsibilities of the

intern, the supervisor, and the organization for the internship.

Counsel the intern regarding the organization and the supervisor.

Introduce the intern to the prospective supervisor.

Arrange for 'intern/supervisor appointment and send letter of

introduction.

Confirm arrangements with intern and supervisor.

Review intern's contract--duties, hours of serivce, goals and

objectives, etc.

Counsel intern at mid-point of internship and at conclusion of

service regarding achievement of goals and objectives and time-

line

Conclude vper work and recordkeeping.

Encol:rage student's professional development.

One of the responsibilities of the university coordinator is to enoourage

students to attend local, regional, and if possible, national conferences

and conventions of the educational and vocational associations. The

activities of the following associations are particularly recommended:

Association for Supervision and Counseling

California Industrial 7.ducation Association

California Home Economics Association

American Vocational Association
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American Educational Research Association

Nationl Association of Voctional Education Special Needs Personnel

The university coordinator should also encourage students to read pro-

fessional journals aild civic and government publications. The publica-

tions of the following agencies aria organizations are particularly

COComniended:

Phi Delta Ka2pan

Thrust_
AVA Journal

AERA Journal

Manpower and Vocational Education Weekly

State PAilletins

Manpow,4- reports (State, local and Federal)

Federal Register

Congressional Record

Supervisor of intern:

Accept responsibility of intern supervision.

Become familiar with duties of intern supervision.

Meet with and accept or reject application of intern.

Help intern draw up his contract and time-line.

Assign duties and supervise intern.

Advise as needed.

Conduct evaluation in concert with intern

Complete necessary university forms.

Intern:

Apply for internship.

Meet with university coordinator for purpose of selecting

organization and superviscr of internship.

Interview organization representative.

Develop a contract for internship service, including coals and

objectives, time-line, description of duties, etc.



Meet internship requirements.

Confer with university coordinator midway through internship for

progress evaluation.

At end of internship evaluate your performance regarding contract.

Keep a weekly digest.

In the past, many interns have found that keeping a weekly digest in which

their activities are recorded is helpful for reviewing progress at the end

of the internship program. For that reason, it is recommended that each

week students record in a small notebook or diary the major activities in

which they took part, the problems in which they needed assistance, and

the achievements that were accomplished. At the end of the internship

program, the student can review the notes with the university coordinator

and his supervisor to evaluate the internship experience.

Confer with intern supervisor regarding contract evaluation.

Confer with university coordinator. Submit your and supervisor's

evaluation. Be processed for internship credit.

PLACEMENT

The effectiveness of the intern program rests directly on the expertise

and richness of the resources--both personnel and environment--under

which the intern works. The university coordinator should recognize

this and develop resources in terms of supervisory personnel in a variety

of vocational situations where there are leadership training opportu-

nities. The university coordinator should develop a list of possible

assignments for students along with a short descriptive statement about

the resources and experiences available in the assignment. The listing

should be made only after consultation with the supervisor and agreement ,

from him to serve as intern supervisor.

In some cases, students will have contacts where they wish to serve

their internship. These student contacts should be allowed as long as

the criteria for evaluating the potential of the internship site meets

the university's requirements. 0 3
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Assignmcnts of students to internship should be made only after the uni-

versity coordinator and the prospective intern have met with the person

who will supervise the program. Once the student is accepted for the

internship, there should be a written communication to the university

coordinator verifying the acceptance of the intern arrangement.

Some orTanizations will want to formalize the arrangements between the

university and the institution with a contract. A suggested format for

such a contract might be the student-teach_tr contract with a local school

district.

While the intent of the internship activity is that the experience and

growth values inherent in the service are a reward su,"ficient in them-

selves, no restrictions should be placed on agencies which would prevent

them from employing and paying a salary to the intern.

INTERN CONTRACT

Each intern is to agree upon a contract for eacn internship program with

his university coordinator and his on-the-job supervisor. The contracts

will vary, but the following information should be contained in the

contract:



. Purpose of the intern activities is:

. Location of internship position:

Supervisor on the job:

Phone number of supervisor:
Address of supervisor:

Dates of the internship period: Beginning:

Ending date:

5. Major activities and responsibilities on the internship job:

6. Objectives to be accomplished: Dates to be completed:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

7. The criteria for evaluating the internship job are:

a.

b.

c.

I 0;)



d.

e.

f.

Student Supervisor

Instructor Date

1 0 6
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INTERN CONFERENCES

The university coordinator should meet with each potential intern super-

visor in order to obtain his consent to serve in this role and also

through him to gain the consent of the organization. Most likely a pro-

fessional relationship has already been established between the vocational

supervisor and the university coordinator. It is through this profession-

al rIlationship that the internship activity can be enriched.

Once the intern supervisor has accepted the responsibility for working

with an intern and understands his role in the program, the university

coordinator dc,s not need to involve himself in the intern-supervisor

relationship except on call from thE intern or Lhe supervisor. Communi-

cation with the supervisor can be handled mainly by letter and telephone,

particularly if the organization of the supervisor is at some distance

geographically.

The university coordinator is encouraged to meet with the student at

least three times during an intership program. The purpose of the first

meeting is to ensure that the student and the supervisor have agreed on

a contract, that the contract is related to a VECS position or responsi-

bility, and that the objectives can be met within the estimated time of

the internship program. This meeting should be held as soon as possible

after the student has started his internship program.

The second meeting with the student should take place about the middle of

the internship program to check on the progress of the student, correct

any problems, and change strategies, objectives, or procedures as

necessary.

The third meeting should take place at the end of the internship program

to evaluate the inLernship experience and the student's accomplishments.

If it is not possible to meet with the student personally, correond

with him by phone or letter at least three times during the internship

1
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program. Occasionally a student may need more than three visits in

order to maintain a working relationship.

EVALUATION

In most cases the pass/fail grading system is most appropriate for an

internship program '','ever, if grades are to be assigned, the basis

of the grades shouic Lne degree to which the intern achieves the

objectives listed on his contract.

At the end of eath internship program, it is recommended that the student

and the supervisor evaluate the experience. This may be done through

informal discussions or through a questionnaire. Regardless of method,

it is recommended that the following 1-!/pes of questions be asked?

() 8
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STUDENT EVALUATION

1. How useful was the assignment for understanding the roles and respon-

sibilities of a VECS?

2. Did the supervisor or other knowledgeable people have enou, to

answer your questions and provide you with enough guidance?

3. Was the experience varied enough to expose you to a variety of

problems or situations?

4. How would you chanO the experience t- -./e it a better learning

experience?

5. Would you recomend that other students take part in this job (1';

their internship program? Why or why not?

6. What advice would you give them w ey tdrt an internship proqrdm?
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SUPERVISOR EVALUATION

1. How useful do you think the assignment was for understanding the

roles and responsibilities of a VECS?

2. Do you think the experience was varied enough to provide a variety

of problems or situations?

3. What recommendatiins would you make to improve the internship

assignment?

4. Would you be willing to sponwr another Vi tudent?

5. What advice would you give a new VI.C"; 'Audent when he or ',he ',tart',

, the interm;hip program?



SUGGESTED PROGRAMS

Students may select any two work experience programs from the five pro-

gram areas described on the following pages. Since the key to effective

work experience programs is the degree to which they are related to the

student's academic study, the sample activities on the following pages

should be studied before a program is selected. The five program areas

are:

1. Project Design and Administration

2. Operation of School Programs

3. Evaluation of School Programs

4. Educational Research and Development

5. State, Regional, and Federal Program Supervision

Project Desi_gp and Administration

The instructor and the student are responsible for agreeing on the activ-

ities of each internship program. The following are sample activities

that may be used as objectives for a program.

1. Design curriculum compatible with sound curriculum theory and design

principles, methods, and procedures.

2. Analyze existing programs and modify or redesign programs to better

achieve program goals and objectives.

3. Be familiar with current innovations in vocational education.

4. Plan and develop a review of contemporary curriculum development

activities and materials.

5. Analyze vocational education problems relating to instruction,

guidance, or both.



6. Specify program goals and objectives.

7. Specify instructiorcl objectives.

8. Design materials and sP ect educational technology or format.

9. Develop course ,jtlines (activities, sequence, materials, experiences,

testing).

10. Develop supporting instructional materials.

11. Develop student criterion-referenced tests.

12. Develop alternative prototype instructional materials designs.

13. Plan the evaluation, nonitoring, and tryout oi prototjpe im,tructional

materials.

An assignment for Activity 5 might be as follows:

On the basis of follow-up studies, the vocational direr'.or has determined

that the placement of graduates in a certain program has decreased in

the last five years. He directs the VECS intern to design and conduct a

study of the specific program in relation to curriculum content, the

quality of instruction, and the ability levels of the students in relation

to the requirements of industry. The student is to carry out the direc-

tions by planning the research design, conducting the investigation,

reporting findings, and making a final report and evaluation.

Operation of School Programs

The instructor and the student are responsible for agreeing on the activ-

ities of each internship program. The following are sample activities

1 2
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that may be used as objectives for a program:

I Establish and utilize advisory committees.

2. Select, supervise, and support instructional personnel for particular

courses, curricula, and programs.

3. Coordinate teaching, counseling, and placement activities.

4. Evaluate available resources for a given program or programs.

5. Select and conrdinate resources for irstruLtional and/or guidance

programs.

6. Specify program components and structur.

7. Develop overall program schedule and show how to update the schedule

as the program progresses.

8. Develop overall program budget.

9. Monitor program progress.

An assignment for Activity 1 might be as follows:

An intern might be assigned the task of serving as a coordinator of an

annual subject advisory committee. He might be given complete autonomy

for the following:

writing performance goals and objectives

scheduling the meeting

arranging for meeting facilities

- setting conference room

- planning parking

- arranging for student hosts or ushers

- planning hospitality/refreshrhents

113
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planning agenda

sending out meeting notices and follow-up

arranging for minutes

assigning the school districts' presentations and roles

writing meeting minutes

distributing minutes and thank you letters to participants

thanking the host school, paying refreshment bills

making a report to supervisor

Evaluation of School Programs

The instructor and the student are responsible for ajreeing on the

activities of each internship program. The following are sample activ-

ities that may be used as objectives for a program.

1. Plan the evaluation, monitoring, and tryout of prototype instruc-

tional materials.

2. Monitor the formative and summative evaluation of courses, curricula,

and training programs.

3. Apply the results of formative and summative evaluation to decisions

about the modification of courses, curricula, and programs.

4. Design evaluation programs.

An assignment for Activity 4 might be as follows:

Assign a VECS intern the task of designing an evaluation instrument for

an orientation workshop for new teachers. The workshop is to be held

for 10 sessions of 4-6 hours prior to the opening of school. The intern

is to design a formative evaluation instrument and administer it at

frequent intervals to obtain feedback for modifying the workshop content.
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In addition, a summative evaluation of the workshop is to be conducted

and reported. The intern is to design the summative evaluation instru-

me,-ts, administer the instruments, interpret the results, and make a

final report.

Educational Research and Development

The instructor and the student are responsible for agreeing on the activ-

ities of each internship program. The following are sample activities

that may be used as objectives for a program.

1. Develop up-to-date awareness of currently funded projects in voca-

tional education.

2. Be familiar with experimental activities being developed and field

tested.

3. Be familiar with current innovations in vocational education.

4. Plan and develop a review of contemporary curriculum development

activities and materials.

5. Conduct a research project.

An assignment for lctivity 5 might be as follows:

Many opportunitic: alise in a vocational education office where applied

research t, ',A,L can be helpful. For example, a series of complaints

has been rr...J1 liom the field regarding a standard supply item--hack-

saw blades. It is evident that, based on the complaints, the hacksaw

blades which are supplied to schools vary greatly in quality. Hacksaw

blades are purchased or hid and are supposed to meet certain quality

criteria. It is obvious that hacksaw blades are being purchased which

1 1 ;')
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do not meet the standards for quality. Since the school district does

not have a testing lab, some purchasing qualifications need to be

established. The intern might be assigned :he task of designing a

research project so as to identify brands and specifications for hack-

saws in order to qualify for bidding.

State, Regional, and Federal Program Supervision

The instructor and the student are responsible for agreeing on the

activities of each internship program. The following are sample activ-

ities that may be used as objectives for a program.

1. Prepare project proposals.

2. Identify leader and change agent roles for the vocational education

curriculum speci.alist and other professionals and key opinion

leaders in introducing innovation in vocational education programs.

3. Develop plans for the maintenance of innovation once it is imple-

mented, including management, quality, and budget controls.

4. Develop up-to-date awareness of currently funded projects in voca-

tional education.

5. Be familiar with experimental activities being developed and field

tested.

6. Be familiar with current innovations in vocational education.

7. Plan and develop a review of contemporary curriculum development

activities and materials.

B. Conduct and organize on-site visitations, accreditation, and program

evaluations.



J

An assignment for ,:'ivity 7 might be as follows:

A school district ha, launched a district-wide plan with a great deal of

publicity to improve the quality of reading. Every segment of the school

district must develop a short-range and a long-range plan to improve

reading skills. The vocational director assigns the VECS intern a project

to review the standard industrial arts textbooks to determine if the

reading levels of the approved .textbooks are related to the grade level

for which they have been adopted. The intern is to design and conduct

the review procedures and make a final evaluation and report.

7
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